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October 4, 2010 By Walter Romans (TDOM) — 208 Comments

Statutory rape laws have often been controversial and unequally applied to male and female victims and
perpetrators. While very few believe that sexual activity with minors who have not yet reached puberty
(child molestation) is acceptable, many believe that once a child has reached puberty, the child should be
capable of providing consent to sexual activity. Statutory rape laws are based on the premise that persons
below a speciﬁed age or who suffer from certain mental deﬁciencies are incapable of providing consent.
These laws make it illegal for adults to coerce children into having sex.
Historically, statutory rape laws were designed to protect teenage girls from males who may take their
virginity, impregnate them, and refuse to take responsibility and marry them. Thus, they served the purpose
of protecting the honor of the girl and of preventing teenage pregnancy. They also helped to ensure the
child would have a means of support. It wasn’t until much later that these laws began to be applied to
protect boys as well. However, the application remains quite uneven.

“

In California, an appellate court upheld an order (San Luis Obispo Count y v. Nathan J., 1996)
forcing a 15 year old boy to pay child support to his rapist after she became pregnant and gave
birth.

According to the DOJ, 95% of statutory rape victims reported to law enforcement are female, yet many
studies have determined that boys comprise a much higher percentage of the victims. For instance, Dorais
estimates that one in six boys will be sexually abused before the age of 16.
Social attitudes are primarily responsible for the double standard. According to Miriam Denov, there is a
“myth of innocence” surrounding female sexuality that frequently regards sex between a young male and
an older female to be a rite of passage and that it is somehow acceptable or less harmful than when the
other way around. Further, boys are taught not to view themselves as victims as this is “unmanly.”
Law enforcement may not take such complaints seriously. In a previous post (Living in a Culture of Denial),
I discussed the problems with the attitude of law enforcement towards male victims. Ofﬁcers and other
professionals may even redeﬁne the act so as to make it acceptable. Even the male victims may view it as
a positive experience and not a crime, leading to gross underreporting. In what may be the most bizarre
denial of the existence of male victims, courts have held that male victims of rape can be held responsible
for child support.
In California, an appellate court upheld an order (San Luis Obispo Count y v. Nathan J., 1996) forcing a 15
year old boy to pay child support to his rapist after she became pregnant and gave birth.The court ruled
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that although the boy was considered too young to provide consent to the sex act, he was an admitted
willing participant and therefore liable to pay support stating that he was not an “innocent victim” because
he had discussed it with his rapist prior to having sex.
That this act was illegal and may have constituted coercion was apparently lost on the court. If the boy is
considered legally incapable of providing consent, how can he be considered legally liable for giving that
consent? Any consent or cooperation on his part should have been considered coercion and therefore not
consent at all.
California is not the only state where this is the case. Kansas, Texas, Ohio, and other states also force rape
victims to pay child support to their rapists.
In Kentucky, a prosecutor stated that he would help a woman collect child support from a man who was 14
at the time she raped him while neglecting to charge the woman with statutory rape. The state of Colorado
attempted to recover AFDC payments from a man who was just 12 when he became a father with an older
woman. Contrast this with the allowances made for abortion for women who are raped (including statutory
rape) even from many who are opposed to abortion in other circumstances.
Mothers are also permitted to give up their children for adoption, no questions asked, should they not want
their children. In no case is a woman forced to raise or pay for a child conceived during a rape.
But this is not the case with fathers. Two separate cases indicate that even when sperm is stolen or a man
is forcibly raped, the man remains liable for child support. In Louisiana a man was ordered to pay child
support to a woman who had him wear a condom during oral sex. She then took the condom extracted the
sperm and impregnated herself. In Alabama, a man was actually raped by a woman and was still ordered
to pay child support. This man got drunk at a party and passed out. The next morning he awoke in bed,
naked from the waist down. He testiﬁed that he did not remember having sex. Others testiﬁed that the
mother had actually bragged about having sex with him when he was “passed out” and “wasn’t even aware
of it.” This constitutes rape in most states, yet the man was ordered to pay support to the woman who was
apparently not even criminally charged.
The National Legal Research Group refers to this as “a strict liability theory of sperm,” i.e. a man is liable for
his sperm no matter what the circumstance. One court has attempted to justify its actions on the basis of
biology rather than admit discrimination:

“

“[w]hile it is true that after conception a woman has more control than a man over the decision
whether to bear a child, and may unilaterally refuse to obtain an abortion, those facts were
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known to the father at the time of conception. The choice available to a woman vests in her by
the fact that she, and not the man, must carry the child and must undergo whatever traumas,
physical and mental, may be attendant to either childbirth or abortion. Any differing treatment
accorded men and women . . . is owed not to the operation of [state law] but to the operation of
nature.”

While there may be natural differences between men and women, in this day and age, it is simply wrong to
place all the rights in the hands of women and all the responsibility on the shoulders of men. Rights carry
responsibilities. If a woman desires the right to choose, then the woman must be required to bear the
responsibility for her decision. If, as the above court stated, the “facts were known to the father at the time
of conception” then certainly they were also known to the mother. To hold her to a different standard
simply because of biology is morally wrong. She should have the right to choose, but her decision should
not be forced upon the father. She may have to bear the burden of either childbirth or abortion, but she also
has a wide variety of options for birth control that the man simply doesn’t have. Further, in this day and age,
she also has career opportunities that will permit her to support a child on her own.
This is especially true in circumstances where the father was a victim of rape or statutory rape. Ordering a
victim of rape (even statutory rape) to pay child support to his rapist is tantamount to allowing the rapist to
rape him over and over again. Not only is it a constant reminder, it is like he is being punished for being a
victim of a crime. It is unthinkable that our court system not only condones, but has legalized
this draconian practice. It is not only an injustice, it is an obscenity that is being perpetrated on male
victims. It needs to end.

[1] Child Abuse Effects, Male victims of child abuse. Retrieved 10/03/2010 from: http://www.child-abuse-effects.com/male-victims-of-sexual-abuse.html

[2] Divorce Source. Its ten o’clock: Do you know where your sperm are? Retrieved 10/03/2010 from: http://www.divorcesource.com/research/dl/paternity/99jan1.shtml

[3] Dorais, M. (2002). Don’t tell: The sexual abuse of boys. Montreal: McGill-Queens University Press.

[4] Troup-Leasure, Karyl and Snyder, Howard N. Statutory rape known to law enforcement. Juvenile Justice Bulletin, August 2005.
http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/ojjdp/208803.pdf

[5] Wikipedia. Statutory Rape. Retrieved 10/03/2010 from: http://cc.bingj.com/cache.aspx?q=child+support+rape+victim&d=4680324777181235&mkt=enUS&setlang=en-US&w=cb25fe37,dc60d545
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This comment was deleted.

Suzy McCarley

Mod

> Guest • 10 months ago

Fuck off David.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
jakedanger > Suzy McCarley • 10 months ago

It does seem to be what's being advocated here.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Suzy McCarley

Mod

> jakedanger • 10 months ago

You have been banned either because you have completely ignored the purpose
of this site or for a violation of Comment Policy (general attack and trolling). [Ref:
9872]

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Suzy McCarley

Mod

> jakedanger • 10 months ago

Only to a sick mind.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Gorath • a year ago

Liberals don't mind it when a 17-year-old has sex with a 16-year-old, but call it rape when an 18-yearhttps://www.avoiceformen.com/feminism/feminist-governance-feminism/legally-obscene/
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old has sex with a 17-year-old (which should be better than the former, because at least the younger
person is now a year older).
And, of course, this hits males harder because in most relationships the male is the older one.
They should revise the age of consent to 16.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Masta Kush > Gorath • a year ago

Why did you have to bring politics into this? Lol... This issue has no political slant to it at all. It's
simply IGNORED by both sides. You're letting your personal bias cloud your vision.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Hersteller > Gorath • a year ago

Every state is different. For example, Nevada its under 16, with over 18. 16 and 17 would be
fine, as would 16 and 18.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Deidre Marie • a year ago

From the above article - ''In California, an appellate court upheld an order (San Luis Obispo Count y v.
Nathan J., 1996) forcing a 15 year old boy to pay child support to his rapist after she became pregnant
and gave birth.The court ruled that although the boy was considered too young to provide consent to
the sex act, he was an admitted willing participant and therefore liable to pay support stating that he
was not an “innocent victim” because he had discussed it with his rapist prior to having sex.''
So, a 15 year old boy is a 'willing participant' but a 15 year old girl given the same set of circumstances
could never ever be a willing participant? There are willing underage female participants out there in the
world, consenting to sex with their 17, 18, 19 year old boyfriends, and those stories too show up in the
news, illustrating the guy in the scenarios as 'should have known better,' while the underage girl was
simply too young to know what she was doing. Teaching girls that they are not responsible for their own
choices, is so incredibly dangerous, and irresponsible on the part of feminists. It teaches girls that they
can be reckless in other areas of life too, like drinking and driving, etc. Telling girls that there is always
someone else to blame (mainly men) for any and all bad decisions that they make, is almost like giving
them a spoonful of poison every single day, and hoping they don't die from it. It is costing innocent men
their futures, and for what? Is this supposed to offer women an apology for supposed historic
patriarchy? It is insulting to me as a woman when I read news stories showcasing women as victims of
'rape culture,' and men as these perpetual deviants who need to be taught a sterner lesson.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Masta Kush > Deidre Marie • a year ago

Most feminists don't just excuse their bad behavior, they ENCOURAGE it... Think about all the
radical feminists that you read about asking their readers to literally abuse men AND EVEN
WOMEN WHO DON'T AGREE WITH THEM! I'm all for true humanism, but I don't agree with
building up one gender by tearing down another. Btw, this isn't going to get better anytime soon.
Our two current presidents are feminist goober Hillary Clinton and Donald 'I can't believe it's not
toupe' Trump. So we have a sexist vs a sexist of the opposite sex, lol. Please pinch me so I
wake up from this nightmare. I can't believe how crazy this world has become...
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
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▽ • Reply • Share ›

Dorilys Hernandez (Drakairus) • 2 years ago

when it comes to rape, so much is put on protecting the woman that too often man are victimized. if the
woman as 1 beer and the guy is drunk off his but, both agree to a "one night stand" but then the woman
decides "i changed my mind" now its a rape! i had to deal with that crap when i was stationed in korea,
only difference was that a lot of us got together to protect the guy during the investigation and were able
to prove she was in no way impaired by alcohol but the guy was unconscious after getting back to his
room. there was a lot more to it but long story short, we all thought she was trying to make up and be
friends with him after he turned her down and she flipped. i am a mother of 4, i've been a victim, so no
way can anyone accuse me of "not understanding the woman's side" or being sexist for what i'm about
to say:
1) Men who are raped, REGARDLESS OF AGE, should not be responsible for the child conceived as a
result of the rape in any way unless they chose too!
2) Men who are raped should have the right to claim the child after the birth, if the woman chooses to
carry full term, getting full custody in which the women will then pay child support to the father.
The VICTIM, regardless if male or female, should be entitled to the same rights and the rapist,
regardless if male or female, should be help accountable! Justice is ment to bring equality, not for nut
jobs to get away with this bull!!
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

66Scorpio • 2 years ago

I remember taking an upper level management course in university and one strand that came up was
the idea of "empowerment". According to the text book and the prof the three components of
empowerment were responsibility, authority and accountability (to this model, I personally add "capacity"
because it is not empowering to be put in over your head).
.
In short, responsibility is the upfront knowledge of what is expected of you; authority is control over
those things that will influence the outcome regarding your areas of responsibility; and accountability is
that your fate is tied to the outcome of those things for which you had responsibility and authority over.
(As a semantic point, you don't "take responsibility" after the fact, you are "held accountable" under this
model
.
It's a management concept but I think it is a brilliant socio-economic insight which - of course - feminists
and SJWs in general do their best to undermine.
.
The object of feminism is to increase women's authority over the family, the economy and whatever else
they can get their hands on, while making men both responsible and accountable to the greatest extent
possible, with no nexus between the three.
.
A teenage boy does not have the forward going knowledge of being responsible for raising a child,
largely because he does not have the capacity to know WTF he is doing. All legal authority rests with
the rapist mother, the only authority a boy has is to say now, but let's be realistic. However, the
accountability will rest on the guy who impregnates his rapist to give a chunk of his earnings for a few
decades or so. . .money that - in practice - their rapist will use for their own purposes if it is significant.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
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Factsnotfeels • 2 years ago

Women who have sex with boys under the age of legal consent should not be allowed to keep the
children who are the product of the rape. Period. End of story. Full stop.
6△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Masta Kush > Factsnotfeels • a year ago

While I agree with your point, your username is a little intense. Would you like a hit of mine to
help you relax? 😜

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
TrishRan > Factsnotfeels • 2 years ago

Not only no physical custody, no legal custody, no say in who does get custody, no visitation
(until the child is old enough to decide for him/her-self whether he/she wishes to meet that
person)
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Soloved > TrishRan • a year ago

Right, as there must be penalties in place to discourage this type crime! Laws do that.
Consider the Ten commandments and its effect and influence on our laws and lives.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Masta Kush > Soloved • a year ago

The issue is the enforcement and application of those laws. For instance, a
prosecutor refusing to charge an adult woman of statutory rape is not due to there
being no laws in place. The prosecutor is choosing to ignore the law. In the same
case, the boy that was required to pay child support shouldn't have been
prosecuted, but the prosecutor decided to use a law and to apply it in a way it was
never intended to be used. That's a problem with lawyers and our legal system as
a whole. It isn't going to be fixed until America falls and is replaced by a new
empire. 😜
The biggest issue in this country is that we have made every issue a political one.
When we politicize an issue, we immediately give the opposing viewpoint more
weight. Politicizing an issue invites a debate, and some ideas just shouldn't be up
to debate at all. Rape is rape. It doesn't matter who rapes...they're a rapist. They
don't deserve any form of rights over that child at all, even if they actually birthed
it...

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
66Scorpio • 2 years ago

The idea that nature discriminates and not the law has been shot down many times in cases where
women thought they were getting the short end of the stick, especially in regards to pregnancy.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Bharat Darshan • 2 years ago

The provision of child support exist to carry out financial extortion on Men and alienate them from their
https://www.avoiceformen.com/feminism/feminist-governance-feminism/legally-obscene/
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biological child.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Masta Kush > Bharat Darshan • a year ago

I agree somewhat, but you shouldn't use absolutes.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Bharat Darshan • 2 years ago

Crime against Women is serious crime. Crime against Children is serious crime. Only Crime against
Men does not matter. Misandry at its peak.
4△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Soloved > Bharat Darshan • a year ago

Just like misogyny, misandry is wrong.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Rodney Fenner > Bharat Darshan • 2 years ago

some would consider anyone under 18(or 16 depending which country you are in) to be a child,
but yes I fully agree that misandry is ridiculous, I however am not hopeful enough to think it has
peaked just yet

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mr. E • 2 years ago

"Not only is it a constant reminder, it is like he is being punished for being a victim of a crime. It is
unthinkable that our court system not only condones, but has legalized this draconian practice. It is not
only an injustice, it is an obscenity that is being perpetrated on male victims. It needs to end."
Yes it is, and yes it does. Well said, great article.
I can't wait until WOMEN are held to the SAME STANDARD as Men.
You know... EQUALITY.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Mr. E • 2 years ago

I believe that both men and women have the same right to be or not be parents-- at every step of the
process. There is no reason why women have a "right" to abortions, it is simply an affordance made
possible through technology and sympathy and concern towards the woman if she chooses not to be a
mother. However, our society affords much less concern towards his plight, should he choose not to be
a father. And yet, there is no real reason why he cannot be the beneficiary of an abortion as well, if he
chooses. It is simply a technological construct which can be successfully applied at the behest of either
parent-- if our society were really interested in fairness.
Considering that the number one reason given by women for having an abortion is "I'm just not ready to
be a Mommy right now", why is it that we have sympathy for her and none for him? Isn't he just entitled
to an opinion and a choice? Isn't he just as apt to be "finishing up his degree" or "not able to financially
support a child right now?" Or "not mature enough to be a parent just yet?" Or any of the other reasons
h
i t l d
f th i d i i t b t th i hild Wh
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f
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why our society lauds women for their decision to abort their child. When a man walks away from a
pregnant woman, he is making the choice to not be a parent in the only form he has available-- it really
is analogous to a woman deciding to have an abortion.
Women say men don't know what it's like to be pregnant-- and that is true-- and yet, when a woman has
an abortion, she is no longer pregnant. And further, if the woman is complaining about being pregnant-hi h i
h t th l
t
t h i th b ti
ill
l th i
W
th t
see more

2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Kronk > Mr. E • 2 years ago

When will we climb on to that bus?
When the access to fathers money is eliminated. Not before that since the only reason we have
these draconian laws have NOTHING to do with morality, justice or any other adjective you can
name. It is solely about separating as much money as is available from anyone unlucky enough
to have a penis.
That's it. And that's that.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mr. E > Kronk • 2 years ago

"It is solely about separating as much money as is available from anyone unlucky enough
to have a penis."
Hard to argue with you on that one.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

66Scorpio > Mr. E • 2 years ago

For women, abortion is an outpatient medical procedure that leaves the putative father childless.
For a man, an abortion would be a financial matter that could potentially leave a woman unable
to care for the baby she chooses to have rather than abort (or adopt out).
.
No one has every explained to me when and how "her body" becomes "his child". Her body
would give birth to her child. His child would still be his child before birth and the mother would
not have the unilateral right to kill it.
.
On another note: sure, it is only women who get pregnant. However 9 months out of 18 years is
just over a 4% premium. As pointed out elsewhere, men will take or be forced into physically or
mentally demanding/risky/punishing employment to support their family so even with whatever
risks of child bearing we have in the industrialized world of the 21st century, men's life
expectancy is several years less than women. That 4% (at the outside, assuming you kick the
kids into the street once they are of voting age) gets a pretty good return, not just in terms of
money but in terms of years of life.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mr. E > 66Scorpio • 2 years ago

Are you an attorney? If so, what type?
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△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
66Scorpio > Mr. E • 2 years ago

I am a former attorney. Between 2/3rds and 3/4rs of my practice was family law
(divorce, custody, visitation, support). I was in British Columbia for about 4 years
ending in 2009.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mr. E > 66Scorpio • 2 years ago

The Feminists, and many scientists, contend that a fetus, before it becomes
viable, is not a "baby"-- not a "human", just a collection of cells, etc. For the
purpose of this question, let's assume they're right and agree with them... So if it's
not a "baby" / "human" / whatever, doesn't that make it a "thing"?
If a friend invites you over to her house and you leave your property-- let's say
your car-- in her garage-- even if she doesn't know or agree to it-- does she have
any obligation to you with respect to your car? Can she tow your car out into the
street the next day and abandon it there? Or at some time later? Does she have
any obligation to ensure your car is kept in some reasonable condition?
Irrespective of whether she agrees or not (consider it either way..) Does she have
an obligation to try and contact you to come retrieve it? Can she charge you rent
for leaving it there if you were originally invited by her to her house? How would it
be different than say, forgetting your sweater on her couch? Can she take your car
and alter it? Maybe use some parts from her car and turn it into a truck? --Without
your knowledge or consent? Can she charge you for her efforts (parts and labor)
even though you were not consulted regarding the modifications? Do you have
any recourse against her for modifying your car? If so, what?
How is sleeping with a woman and leaving sperm in her vagina any different than
leaving your car in her garage?
If the Feminists (and scientists) are right about "life" beginning at birth (or
"viability", or whenever)-- why wouldn't the property / car analogy be the correct
one to apply in that circumstance?

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
JC > Mr. E • a year ago

Because your friend's car is not mingling with your car and creating a new car
created by the two. But I think this new car is a car whether it's in the garage or
comes out of the garage, so to speak.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
TrishRan > Mr. E • 2 years ago

Hey MrE,
The situation regarding property is probably at least as big of a mess as family
law.
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There is a case in Clark County, Washington, that illustrates what a mess property
law can be. A guy purchased, for $10 & a promise to tow it away, a barge that had
been tied to a dock & used as a shed by a yacht club. He hired a tugboat to move
the barge from the yacht club to a location downstream on the Columbia River. He
approached an acquaintance and asked if he could tie the barge to her dock
overnight, as it would not be possible to get it all the way to the intended location
before dark. She said yes (although, in the hearings I watched on cable access, it
was said that even if she'd said no, it would not have mattered).
The guy left the barge there. Refuses to remove it. She has no title to the barge,
so she has no right to have it removed. Every time she tries to arrange its
removal, he asserts his ownership, making it illegal for her to move it. Her
neighbors want it gone as it is not only an eye sore, but at low tide a navigation
hazard He has ignored court orders to remove the barge - even spending time in
see more

1△

Avatar

▽ • Reply • Share ›

This comment was deleted.

TrishRan > Guest • 2 years ago

She tried that, more than once, but the guy continued to assert ownership. He
was even sent to jail over this, and still refused to relinquish ownership for a
couple of *years*.!
My husband finally found out the outcome. Basically, courts finally gave her
permission to have it moved, but the guy was supposed to pay to move it. It broke
free, got rescued and dragged to a Metro boat ramp, where it sat (much to the
annoyance of Metro & people who wanted to use that boat ramp) until it was
finally disassembled & recycled.
This poor woman was in this mess because of this stupid barge for over 5 years.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Soloved > TrishRan • a year ago

She should have arranged a "broke free" scenario, years earlier!!!
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

TrishRan > Soloved • a year ago

Even the guy who ran the hearings I watched on TV made "jokes" about that
during the hearings.
But she was a good person, and the barge owner was an awful person, and she
never stooped to his level, which I think gained her a lot of sympathy in the long
run.
1△

A

t

▽ • Reply • Share ›
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Avatar

This comment was deleted.

TrishRan > Guest • 2 years ago

I watched the hearings on community TV, and it seemed this guy was able to drag
the whole mess out and maintain ownership - while refusing to take responsibility
for moving the thing - for an awfully long time.
I also think you're right, laws about property, and court decisions about it, probably
operate on the theory that the people involved are reasonable.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mr. E > TrishRan • 2 years ago

I wonder what would happen if someone trespassed on it and got hurt?

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Soloved > Mr. E • a year ago

He would, at such time, stop "asserting his ownership"!

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Avatar

This comment was deleted.

Suzy McCarley

Mod

> Guest • 2 years ago

You have been banned because of a serious and direct violation of Comment Policy (spam).
[Ref: 4993]

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Adam Smith • 2 years ago

any chance of fighting it by arguing that it is profit making from the proceeds of crime?.. after all
statutory rape is still illegal isn't it? and child support is getting money from that crime.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
66Scorpio > Adam Smith • 2 years ago

Courts have said again and again (as a legal fiction IMHO) that child support is for the child. You
can't punish the child for the misdeeds of the mother. Similarly - in theory - child support and
access are not linked. A mother will not be thrown in jail for denying visitation with the father but
the father can be incarcerated for withholding child support. As a practical matter, because of
this imbalance in consequences, mothers will deny access to leverage child support but men
can't do the reverse.
.
Also in theory is the idea that fathers and mothers have an equal right to custody, and that the
"tender years doctrine" has been abolished in most jurisdictions. As a practical matter, except in
the case of a stay-at-home father or a mother who is so far gone into drugs, crime, mental illness
or general debauchery (which would make you wonder about the father's choice), the mother will
always have an evidentiary advantage because she was the primary care giver. It's a huge
burden to overcome and the best that once can hope for is shared custody and joint
https://www.avoiceformen.com/feminism/feminist-governance-feminism/legally-obscene/
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guardianship, which is where the courts want to go for parting couples that can handle it, but
feminists are dead set against it becoming the default that they would have to argue against.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Mr. E > Adam Smith • 2 years ago

Interesting idea, and good thought. However, technically, isn't the money going to the child (the
baby) with the mother simply acting as the guardian?
That brings up another point though-- under what circumstances would the rapee be able to
obtain custody of the baby if he wanted?

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
john03063 > Mr. E • 2 years ago

There are lots and lots of stories about underage boys who are required to pay child
support as a result of statutory rape. The court usually reasons that the boy should be
held responsible because he "willingly consented" to the act. I never understood how an
underage boy can consent; isn't that the whole basis of statutory rape? He's not getting
custody because he's too young. But apparently he's not too young to extract money
from. I wonder if the courts hold an underage girl to the same standard if she "willingly
consents" to the act with the older man who impregnated her? Don't bother answering; it
was only a rhetorical question...
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mr. E > john03063 • 2 years ago

"But apparently he's not too young to extract money from"
Not extract, extort.
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

john03063 > Mr. E • 2 years ago

Extortion is illegal. Extraction is legal and encouraged every day by the gynofriendly court system we have today.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

Mr. E > john03063 • 2 years ago

"Extortion is illegal. Extraction is legal and encouraged every day by the gynofriendly court system we have today."
TomatO TomAto.
2△

▽ • Reply • Share ›
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